JCP

JC Procurement is an Australian owned product At JC Procurement we have the experience and
sourcing agency that helps you purchase better sourcing networks to tailor a better and more
quality products at better rates more easily. streamlined purchasing solution for your
business.
Our experienced sourcing consultants make it
easy for you to buy a wide range of items,
have those items reliably manufactured, quality
Staff within the country of manufacture
controlled, shipped and transported to your
door.
Who speak the local languages
JC Procurement offers tailored, intelligent, cost
effective procurement solutions Australia Wide.

Have knowledge of local trade laws
Understand both trading cultures
Agile professional negotiators

Whether you run your business for many years, or
you are starting a new business, JCP can help you
create the opportunity to get a better deal on the
items you use to run your business.

Are able to leverage suppliers better

We regulary help our clients save 50% or more on
their annual procurement costs, year in and out.
By leveraging an international network and
working tiresly to find our clients the best supplier
for their needs, we are able to achieve results
above and beyond our clients expectations

50%
We have helped clients save
more than 50% on their
annual procurment costs

We are providing the opportunity for new
clients to receive a complementry item
comparison cost check. This will provide
you with an estimate on how much you
could save should you use JC Procurement.
There are no limitation on product
quantities,
ranges, or industries, at JC
Procurement we will custom tailor a
solution to your business needs. Some
items that we frequently source include;
promotional and event items, apparel,
manchester, packaging, and industrial
items.
No matter what you require, we make
sourcing
easy.

Consultation

Cost Estimate

Supplier Shortlist

Order Placement

Sample Assessment

Quality Control

Product Transport

Help you reduce your purchase costs
Eliminate the risk of international trade
Locate hard to find items
Access a wider range of suppliers

Success

Be more competitive in your industry

JC Procurement is your one stop sourcing shop.
Our staff are experienced and trained to take care
of the sourcing process from beginning to end.
This ensures a streamlined procurement process
so you can benefit from the best items at the best
prices.

Our experienced consultants are avaliable for a confidential discussion about
your purchasing needs.

Email us at contact@jcprocurement.com.au
for a FREE five product COST CHECK.
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